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Name of the Adivity / Event

Theme/Topic

Organized by
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Date and Duration
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File Accession

OBJECTIVES:

Kavita Gayan

Shiksha ka Mahatva

R.D.P.S.

G.L.H

November 22,2Ot7 (40 minutes)

Class III (A-E)

Intra-Class Activities

o
, To make them aware about the importance of education and nurture speaking skills.

n To enhance their confldence and expressions.

.f. To provioe opportunity to them to exhibit their talent.

.:. To help learners to overcome stage fright.

DESCRIPTION:
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reasons. Ens,'-! :iret/ get the right exposure for the same will help them grow and develop

optimally, They are arso more iikely io be energizeo and motivated to learn. Keeping the same in

mind and in oroer to achieve the aiorementioned objectives, an activity'Kavita Gayan on theme

Shiksha ka f\4ahaNa'was conducted. The learners ardently participated in reciting the poem on the

theme, The activity was divided in two rounds ( P.R and F.R ). In Pte-rourd, learners recited poems

in class . The class teachers selected best five and they made a way to F.R. In F.R., a prop was also

required by learners while reciting the poem. All the learners presented the poem enthusiastically

and with proper expressions. Through this activity they were able to develop their rhythm, phonic

awareness, memorization skills and self expressions. They were also acquainted with the value of

Education in one's life. They were highly appreciated for their note-worthy efforts. Best five students

were awarded on the basis of confidence, clarity and communication. Overall, the activity catered to

the moral, aesthetic and social domains of the learners. It was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.
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